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Sitting comfortably
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The Chapman name is familiar to virtually
everyone in the coach and bus industry, but do you
know who owns the company? Mike Morgan went
to Milton Keynes to find outxx
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HAPMAN Driver
Seating is a new
company that started
trading in February
2004. Its purpose is to
manufacture and market coach
and bus driver seating.
Although a very young company, it
has a heritage that goes back
generations, and a reputation for
robust and good value that convinced
the current management that the
Chapman name was of too great a
value to abandon.
The origin of the Chapman name
dates back to 1901. Established
originally as a small engineering
business by Mr A W Chapman in
Fulham, the company manufactured
and often pioneered products such as
car heating and shock absorber
systems.
Following the Second World War,
Chapman focused on seating
components for a huge number of
manufacturers, many of whom have
now sadly disappeared. It also
developed a range of driver seats that
can be found in the large majority of
coaches and buses… and trains, not
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only in the UK, but in thousands of
buses across the world.
However, recent history has not
been kind to Chapman. It passed
through several owners’ hands during
the 1970s and 1980s - Rodd Group,
Tier 2 Ltd – before going into
administration in November 2003.
Rail giant, Bombardier, bought the
majority of the assets, which
protected its own need for a supplier
of passenger seating. However, the
driver seating activities languished in
the adminstrator’s hands until January
this year when a Management Buyout
(MBO) team stepped forward to
rescue the business.
The MBO comprises three
members, each founder members
with an equal shareholding. These
individuals are: David Faulkner,
responsible for business development;
David Cattanach, responsible for
financial control/reporting and
purchasing; and, Jerry Smith,
responsible for operations
David Faulkner, 51, apprenticed
with Automotive Products as a
mechanical engineer, quickly moving
into the sales group, managing major
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automotive accounts. He was headhunted by Lucas Car Brakes in 1987,
selling braking systems into Ford
Motor Company for four years. He
joined Autoliv as occupant safety was
becoming market driven and secured
70% of the UK seat belt/airbag
market in seven years. Subsequently
head-hunted for a sales position with
Magna Corporation in 1998, he later
joined Tier 2 group in May 2003.
David Cattanach, 38, joined the
Rodd Group in July 1994 as Group
Accountant primarily responsible for
A W Chapman (AWC) accounts,
which covered Shepperton, Bicester
and Belgium (approx. £40m
turnover). Following the sale of AWC
to Lear in 1998, he continued with
the ‘new’ Rodd Group as Financial
Controller based at Weybridge, and in
2000 moved to the Mitcham site. He
was later involved as part of the MBO
team in rescuing parts of the group
and forming Tier 2 Ltd where he
became Finance Director. In addition
to the obvious accounting
responsibilities, he has also been
involved in various IT projects,
including the implementation of the

integrated MRP package that is used
group-wide, fleet management,
insurance and other commercial
issues as they arise.
Jerry Smith, 36, has four years
experience in business system
development, implementation and
general business consultancy – 12
years in operational management,
developing experience in a variety of
disciplines and the completion of an
MBA in February 2001. From 20022004 he was Operations Director
with Tier 2 Ltd (Morgan & Brace).
Prior to the former business going
into administration the members of
the MBO team had noticed a trend
that was on the one hand
encouraging, but on the other hand
disturbing. Encouragement came from
the fact that the driver seating side
was chugging along despite lack of
investment in terms of either
engineering development or
management time and energy.
Discouragement came from seeing a
business being driven down the road
of seductive major deals in the rail
sector that didn’t make money.
Davd Faulkner spoke for the team

